Top Message

We will reform the business model of
the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group to

connecting people and
bridging times.

President and CEO

Toshihiko Sugie
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In retrospect, supermarkets appeared and joined the retail

The application of digital technologies
offers a chance to reform our business
model

industry during that period, followed by low-price specialty
stores called category killers. More customers wanted to
buy goods of a certain quality at low prices. As a result,

I am Toshihiko Sugie, President and CEO of Isetan Mitsukoshi

department stores switched to the business model of

Holdings. The Isetan Mitsukoshi Group clearly set a

narrowing their product lineup. This switch gradually

course of actions for Group companies in Our Philosophy

narrowed the customers, too.

in April 2018 to mark the 10-year milestone since its

We must give this situation a second look. We will

formation.

advance the expansion of our product categories by

We announced a three-year plan (for fiscal 2019 to fiscal

promoting seamless online and offline service integration.

2021) based on Our Philosophy in November 2018. We are

However, the once successful approach of stocking highly

aiming to transform into the future of department stores or

valuable products that customers want by relying on

platformers that make the most of IT, stores and people

existing suppliers no longer guarantees sales. We must

to offer new value to customers and move on to the next

stock products based on customer demand. We must also

stage of growth.

take steps forward without adhering to traditional methods

Customers are the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group’s greatest

adopted by department stores, including transaction

asset. All ages and sexes go to our stores in Japan and

patterns, to introduce original shops. We should free

overseas and many take advantage of the variety of

ourselves from the idea of department stores in the good

content we offer in areas where the Isetan Mitsukoshi

old days and attempt to build a new business model.

Group maintains stores and enjoys wide recognition.

The promotion of seamless online and
offline service integration holds the key
to growth strategies

It is essential for us to continue taking steps to make our
new services and products more accessible to existing
customers while expanding the scope of customers by
making the most of IT, stores and people.

We are gradually advancing our initiatives to build a new

In the course of these efforts, the application of digital

business model, making the most of digital technologies.

technologies and the promotion of seamless online and

For example, ISETAN DOOR, our proposal-based,

offline service integration will eliminate the limits of time

periodic online home delivery service, has gained more

and place, and form a diverse product lineup.

than 10,000 subscribers since its launch in June 2018 and

For example, department stores once sold products

is developing favorably.

such as fishing tackle and antique coins. Some of those

In February 2019, we launched meeco, a website

products disappeared gradually following trends. We can

for marketing 200 brand cosmetics available at our

capitalize digitally on the strengths of those products to

department stores. We will expand the lineup of products

enhance the department stores’ attractiveness and better

and services available.

satisfy the demand of customers.

We also opened a digital studio in April 2019. It completed

The application of digital technologies offers a great

our system for the web registration of products sold at our

chance to reform our business model.

brick-and mortar stores.
However, EC product lineup and sales expansion are not

We will discard the experience of past
success and aim to build a new business
model

the only reasons for our initiatives toward digitization.
We must calmly look at the fact that EC accounts for
about 3% of our consolidated sales and slightly less

Business models for mainstream department stores in

than 7% of our current total retail sales nationwide. Many

Japan have not broken free from past success. The Isetan

customers must wish to buy products after holding them

Mitsukoshi Group is working to free itself and promptly

in their own hands, instead of purchasing them online.

change its business model.

The Isetan Mitsukoshi Group sells a large variety of

Markets for women’s apparel expanded during the

products. However, it is not sufficiently communicating

business boom about 30 years ago when women led

products sold at respective stores to customers who

consumption. Apparel companies brought attractive

have trouble finding related information. It is important to

products to the market. A variety of fashion magazines

promptly prepare conditions that enable customers to visit

launched and many customers supported them. Business

our stores after confirming the products sold, because it

models focused on highly profitable women’s apparel

has become commonplace to search online before visiting

and achieved success, but department stores stopped

a department store. I think this is the starting point.

evolving those models before anyone noticed.

For example, a famous confection in Kyoto is so popular
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We will meet
customer requests

to further our growth.
that people form long lines to buy it at the JR Kyoto Isetan

Strengthening connections with
customers by making the most of digital
technologies

Store. Meanwhile, they can buy this sweet without waiting
at the Isetan Shinjuku Main Store. Many customers would
gladly visit the Isetan Shinjuku Main Store in Tokyo if we
could sufficiently communicate they can buy the sweet

Isetan Mitsukoshi Holdings started new services that offer

there. In the past, we were limited to print media. However,

convenience and value to customers by introducing digital

by making the most of today’s digital technologies, we

technologies, which had been provided on an analog

can inform more customers of the wide variety of products

basis.

sold at our department stores. We can reduce opportunity

We improved reception at the Mitsukoshi Nihombashi

losses and increase demand by posting information

Main Store using digital technologies to coincide with its

about more products on the web and enhancing our web

remodeling in fall 2018. Customers wishing to consult with

search functions. New ideas will arise if we integrate the

a concierge about shopping can make a reservation after

advantages of online and offline services.

confirming the concierge’s schedule and profile online.
Previously, customers had to call the store. Now they can
make a reservation for a consultation with a concierge as
well in-store events and other services using our app.
We also set up lounges and launched services for loyal
customers at the Mitsukoshi Nihombashi Main Store
and the Isetan Shinjuku Main Store. Customers at these
two stores can relax in lounges with free drinks and
sweets by presenting their membership certificate on
the app. Customer purchases rose more than 20% at
the two stores after we introduced this service. These
results reflect the customers’ evaluation of the sense of
exclusiveness from use of the lounges.
We have been unable to offer enough of these services in
the past. Now I understand their importance. In fact, clues
for growth strategies are also hidden in regular services,
not advanced technologies and novel ideas.
We will meet customer requests using digital technologies
to expand our product lineup and evolve our approach to
customer service. I believe the Isetan Mitsukoshi Group
can remain in a position to further its growth by driving
those initiatives forward.
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New digital marketing research in China
Our initiatives on digital technologies are not limited to
Japan. We are experimenting with unusual approaches
at our stores in China because marketing using digital
technologies is more advanced than in Japan. A face
recognition system is one of those approaches.
If the shop uses this system during a promotional event
and accumulates effective data such as which doorways
used by customers and how they moved before making a
purchase it enables the shop to create new measures.
Practical application of these initiatives will take more
time. However, stores will become places for marketing
in addition to selling products with the establishment
of this system in the future. Customers will also spread
The Committee for Promoting Our Philosophy

information about stores via social media. Integrated
online and offline marketing will be possible if we follow
the movements of customers using systems that make the
most of digital technologies.

stores in pre-developed commercial facilities has been

Strengthening connections with
customers by making the most of real
estate in Japan and overseas

our business model. We have been able to profit with
this approach, but it has become difficult in China and
Southeast Asia because costs have risen and competition

As in the department store business, we will also build

has intensified in step with economic growth. Securing

and strengthen points of contact with customers in the

profits will become difficult in the future unless we

real estate business.

participate in real estate development in addition to

We own many pieces of real estate in Japan, including

businesses.

in Shinjuku and Nihombashi. However, we have not

In composite development projects of this type, attractive

been able to use them effectively. I am considering the

integrated commercial facilities and hotels increase added

redevelopment of our real estate holdings, building points

value. We have the chance to participate in those projects

of contact with customers, linking them with our profits in

because local companies often lack sufficient, original

the future. We must work on this plan for 10 or 15 years.

knowhow regarding commercial facilities. Thankfully,

Results will not emerge quickly. However, I would like to

Mitsukoshi and Isetan are well-known brands in China

sow the seeds now, properly grow plants from them and

and Southeast Asia. We will approach business model

produce big flowers in the future.

reform overseas by participating in the construction of

Looking overseas, Japanese-style department stores were

commercial facilities in the future.

able to achieve profits in the past. However, competition

We aim to increase earning power in
two steps.

has intensified in both China and Southeast Asia. We must
significantly change our overseas business model.
Our current strategy is to commercialize real estate

We will take the following two steps to advance initiatives

overseas by considering its development together with our

for increasing earning power, as explained earlier.

businesses.

The first step is the review of the structure of income and

Integrated commercial, residential, office and hotel

expenditures. A huge gap remains between profits we

development characterizes many real estate development

must produce originally and our current profits. We must

projects in places such as China and Southeast Asia.

generate profits by advancing efficiency enhancement

There is room for development because those economies

and normalizing costs. Completing those tasks in the next

are expanding.

several years is the key to future growth.

In that environment, we have maintained a format of

The second step is earning power enhancement. We will

department stores until now. Renting space for opening

increase earning power by advancing growth strategies,
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A Dialogue during the Discussion Meeting on Our Philosophy

including those related to digitization and the real estate

capabilities from declining.

businesses in Japan and overseas. We must sow those

For Isetan Mitsukoshi Holdings to do so, all employees

seeds as the first step. Then we will be able to harvest

must understand how their work contributes to the

the fruits of our labor. People often ask when growth

Company.

strategies will yield profits. The answer complex because

For example, an owner of a ramen shop should

we must sow some of the seeds now in order to secure

immediately know how much the shop earned in a day

consolidated sales and profits in the future, in addition to

because he understands basic costs, such as daily rent,

realizing immediate gains.

fuel and lighting expenses. In other words, the owner

As the first step, which is reviewing the structure of

can calculate the number of bowls his shop must sell to

income and expenditures, we have advanced reforms in

break even. I strongly feel the need for us to build systems

the structure of our stores and businesses. We continue

that enable us to track profits in this way. The ability to

to reduce costs because we have not yet decreased the

grasp whether a business generated profits affects job

ratio of SG&A expenses sufficiently. Prospects for major

satisfaction. It also informs employees how their work

structural reforms have become certain, but problems

is contributing. They become more motivated if they

remain that must be solved one by one.

understand how profits return to them as remuneration.

For example, our business flows and systems have

We will introduce new workstyles for the seamless

remained virtually unchanged. Many portions are useless.

integration and digitization of our online and offline

To solve this problem, we must update our organizations,

services. I hope to increase employee satisfaction (ES)

business flows and systems to the latest versions and

in this environment so ambitious staff can grasp how

reduce costs.

they are contributing to the Company and work with high

We can streamline personnel by enhancing operational

motivation.

efficiency. However, we must avoid actions that may

Initiatives on sustainability to cope
with changes in consumer confidence

weaken our job sites, because serving customers is
our very foundation. As a company, Isetan Mitsukoshi
Holdings must restore the corporate culture needed

Sustainability initiatives are very important to further our

to secure superior personnel, pay remuneration that

growth while confronting many social issues and contributing

matches evaluations and build systems that prevent sales

to solutions through our activities. The Isetan Mitsukoshi
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We will generate
new value
by integrating people and
digital technologies.
Group’s stance on sustainability is to work on seemingly
ordinary things yet benefit customers.
Let me explain the Group’s stance using cashmere
sweaters as an example. Our customers used to buy
cashmere sweaters if we appealed to the high quality.
Now we cannot influence customers unless we sufficiently
communicate the background and other information about
the concerned products, such as place of production,
manufacturing processes adopted at plants and fair forms
of transactions.
Advancing digitization also offers a good chance to work
on sustainability. The application of digital technologies
will expand possibilities, such as a concrete explanation
of cashmere production areas and the background of
cashmere distribution using videos.
Sufficient communication of our current activities
to customers is important as far as sustainability is
concerned.
We started to actively disclose corporate governance
information last year and continuing to disclose what
we are implementing is essential. I hope to facilitate
constructive dialogues with our stakeholders including
shareholders and reflect their opinions on our business
administration, implementing a cycle of improvement.
I ask all stakeholders including shareholders for their
continued support.
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